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Name ____________________________    Class __________________  Date ____________

1 Which of these words has a prefix?  
Circle it.

3 The varsity football team plays teams from 
other schools.  The intramural teams play 
other teams from the same school.  

 The prefix intra- means _______.

a. over c. inside of

b. outside d. beyond

8 An arthropod, a millipede, a tripod, 
and a biped all have _______.

a. hair

b. stripes

c. pods

d. legs

10  International has both a prefix and a  
 suffix.  Write them.

4 The prefix post- in postpone, postwar, 
postscript, and posterity means _______.

a. now

b. before

c. then

d. after

9 Which word became an adverb when 
its suffix was added?  Circle it.

2 In musician, beautician, magician, and 
physician, the -cian suffix means ______.

a. having a job

b. knowing a lot

c. having a certain skill

d. being employed

7 A pentagon has 5 sides, while a _______ 
has 4 sides.

6 Adding the -ess suffix to the word lion 
makes the word mean a ________ lion.

a. bigger

b. male

c. female

d. tiny
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5 Add a suffix to each word to change it 
from a verb to a noun.

uncle

tetragon

quickly

hexagon

arguing

teach_____

sail_____

beast

octagon

connection

semigon

goodness

miss remove

prefix is ____________

suffix is ____________
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